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Prepare yourself for a horrific and unforgettable reading experience as you
delve into the pages of Smalls, an extreme horror masterpiece by Ash
Ericmore. This novel is not for the faint of heart, as it explores the darkest
recesses of the human psyche and the unimaginable horrors that can lurk
within.
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Smalls tells the chilling tale of a group of children who venture into an
abandoned house, unaware of the terrifying fate that awaits them. As they
explore the eerie and dilapidated rooms, they begin to experience strange
and unsettling phenomena. A sense of dread hangs heavy in the air, and
the children soon realize that they are not alone.

One by one, the children fall prey to a malevolent entity that resides within
the house. Their cries of terror echo through the empty halls as they are
subjected to unimaginable horrors. The walls seem to close in on them,
and the darkness consumes them, leaving behind only a trail of blood and
despair.

Ash Ericmore's writing is both vivid and haunting, capturing the raw terror
and desperation of the children. He paints a chilling portrait of a world
where innocence is shattered and the boundaries of reality are blurred.
Smalls is a relentless assault on the senses, a nightmarish journey that will
push the limits of your endurance.

This extreme horror novel is not for the casual reader. It is a challenging
and disturbing work that will leave a lasting impact on your psyche. If you
are seeking a truly terrifying and unforgettable reading experience, then
Smalls is the book for you. However, be warned: once you enter the world
of Smalls, there is no turning back.

The Characters of Smalls

The characters of Smalls are as complex and tragic as they are terrifying.
Each child represents a different aspect of innocence and vulnerability, and
their fates are all the more heartbreaking as a result.



Billy: The leader of the group, Billy is a brave and resourceful boy who
tries to protect his friends from the horrors that await them. However,
even his courage is no match for the darkness that consumes them.

Susie: Billy's younger sister, Susie is a sweet and innocent girl who is
utterly unprepared for the horrors that await her. Her innocence is
shattered in the most brutal and tragic way.

Tommy: A shy and timid boy, Tommy is constantly bullied by the other
children. However, he proves to be more resilient than anyone could
have imagined, fighting back against the darkness with all his might.

Jenny: The only girl in the group besides Susie, Jenny is a tough and
independent tomboy. She is determined to survive, no matter the cost.
However, her courage is tested to its limits as she witnesses the
horrors that unfold around her.

Michael: The youngest member of the group, Michael is a quiet and
introspective boy who is haunted by strange visions. His connection to
the supernatural world makes him a target for the malevolent entity
that resides within the house.

The Themes of Smalls

Smalls explores a number of dark and disturbing themes, including:

The loss of innocence: The children of Smalls are all innocent in their
own way, but their innocence is quickly shattered by the horrors that
they experience. The novel shows how even the most pure and
innocent souls can be corrupted by darkness.



The fragility of life: The children of Smalls are all killed in gruesome
and terrifying ways. The novel shows how life can be taken away in an
instant, and how precious and fleeting it truly is.

The power of darkness: The malevolent entity that resides within the
house is a powerful and terrifying force. It represents the darkness that
lurks within all of us, and the dangers of giving in to our darkest
impulses.

The Impact of Smalls

Smalls has had a profound impact on the horror genre. The novel's
extreme violence and disturbing themes have pushed the boundaries of
what is considered acceptable in horror fiction. Smalls has also been
praised for its realistic and unflinching portrayal of childhood fears and
anxieties.

If you are a fan of extreme horror, then Smalls is a must-read. However, be
warned: this novel is not for the faint of heart. Smalls is a challenging and
disturbing work that will leave a lasting impact on your psyche. But if you
are willing to face your darkest fears, then Smalls is an unforgettable and
rewarding experience.

About the Author

Ash Ericmore is an American horror writer known for his extreme and
disturbing works. His novels have been praised for their realism, unflinching
violence, and psychological depth. Ericmore is a master of the macabre,
and his work has been compared to that of Clive Barker and Thomas
Ligotti.



Smalls is Ericmore's most famous novel, and it has been translated into
several languages. The novel has been adapted into a short film, and it is
currently in development as a feature film.

If you are looking for a truly terrifying and unforgettable reading experience,
then you need to read Smalls by Ash Ericmore. This novel is not for the
faint of heart, but it is a masterpiece of extreme horror that will stay with
you long after you finish it.
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